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Dear ,
 
Thank you for your information request of 6 September 2017.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
I'm looking to find out whatever information I can on Assentiandco.  is a
corporate fundraiser involved with the campaign to fund the redevelopment of Aberdeen Art
Gallery.
If possible I'd like details on the following,

1. The daily rate that is payable,
ACC does not hold this information.  Please see below.
 
2. If there are a set number of contracted days per month,
ACC does not hold this information.  Please see below.
 
3. How many contracted days have been paid to date,
ACC does not hold this information.  Please see below.
 
4. How long the contract is likely to continue for.
ACC does not hold this information.
 
To explain this, ACC’s contract for the fundraising is with Bruce Tait Associates (as agent),
through which they provide the services of .  ACC does not pay AssentiandCo or

 directly and there is no mention of  or AssentiandCo within the contract
with Bruce Tait Associates.  ACC is invoiced by Bruce Tait Associates, who invoice monthly for
the number of days worked, however these invoices do not record whether they relate to
AssentiandCo or .  As the contract is with Bruce Tait Associates, ACC is not
required to hold the requested information.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on, in relation to AssentiandCo and 

, the daily rate that is payable, if there are a set number of contracted days per
month, how many contracted days have been paid to date and how long the contract is likely
to continue for as it is not held by ACC.  In order to comply with its obligations under the terms
of Section 17 of the FOISA, ACC hereby gives notice that this information is not held by it. 
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Information Compliance Team
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST



 
ACC handled your request for information in accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about
your rights under FOISA.
 
 
Information Compliance Team
Customer Service
Corporate Governance
Aberdeen City Council
3rd Floor North
Business Hub 17
Marischal College
Broad Street
ABERDEEN AB10 1AQ

foienquiries@aberdeencity.gov.uk 

Tel 03000 200 292
 
*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
Calls from BT landlines will be charged at the local call rate of  10.24p per minute (the same as 01224s).
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